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It is recognized

t~at

adult transsexuals and homosexuals

have rather high rates of serious psychological problems.
Since many male transsexuals had

chfi~hood

histories of effemi

1"·.;..

,....

~;· : ·

sea~s

that cross gender behavior in children

deserves-serious study.

Richard Green and John Money have con

nate behavior, it

ducted several studies in the area of

cro~s-gender

behavior _in

childhood and regard it as a recognizable psychiatric syndrome.
Research thus far has been unable to strongly im9licate either
~ ·.: ..

biological or psychological etiological factors,

althoug~

there

is some evidence which points to parenting and environmenta~
variables as causal factors.

Treatment programs, which entail

family consultations and individual counseline with the child
have reoorted some success in alleviatine the adiustment
Problems, of these children.

..
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TABLE

I

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS
1.

Cross-gender clothing preferences.

2.

Actual or imagined use of cosmetics.

3.

Aversion to rough and tumble boy games and sports, coupled
with preferences for girl playmates, playthings and acti
vi ties.

4.

Takes famale role in play or fantasy and exhibits marked
involvement in fantasy or play acting.

5.

Feminine mannerisms.

6.

Feminine speech content and voice inflection.

7.

Verbal statements to the effect the child prefers the
female role, wants to be a girl or hopes to become a
woman.
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TABLE

II

POSSIBLE CAUSAL FACTORS OF CROSS-GENDER BEHAVIOR
1.

Parental indifference to feminine behavior in a boy during

'\

his first years_.
2.

Parental encouragement of feminine behavior in a boy during
his· first years .

-

.

3.

Repeated cross-dressing of a young boy by a female.

4.

Maternal over-protection.

s.

Excessive maternal attention and physical contact.

;

!!
;I

....6-... - - Abscence of an older male as an identity model or paternal

rejection.
7.

Physical beauty of a boy.

8.

Lack of male playmates during boys first years of sociali
zation •

.. •.. ·.

•*<··..

9.

Maternal dominance of a family.

~·· ·

10.
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Castration fear.

This paper is on cross-gender behavior in children and
is a summary of some researcn findings I've come acr·oss in
mv attempts to get a better understanding of a problem which
I and other therapist occasionally encounter.
I'd like to begin with a definition.

Rather than trying

to define the concepts of masculinity and feminity, I choose
to accept the position of ::'ir:hard Green of the State University
of New York at Stony Brook and John Money of Johns Hopkins,
two prominent researchers in this area.

Their contention is

that masculinity and feminity represent two ends of a distri
butinn, and they reier to this distribution as gender identity.
Gender identity, then,
rol~

r~Eers

to the self-awareness of one's

as ejther a man or a woman and is apparent in everything

a person

do~~

to indicn.te that he or she i::r. male or female.

The important point here is that we are not considering
masculinity or feminity as unitary concepts. but rather as
characteristics which a person may have varying amounts of.
:·

:··.

Also, gender identity includes a wide range of behaviors,
besides sexual preferences.
Before discussing gender identity problems in children,
I believe it will be helpful to consider what we now know
about these problems in adults.

An adult transsexual, as the term is used in psychiatry,
is a person with a str0ng desire to belong to the opposite
sex, who attempts to take on the characteristics of the

;_)
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opposite sex, and wt·o attempts to be accepted as a member of
the opposit0 3ex.

The transsexual also has a persistent

feeling that attraction to members of the same sex is not
homosexual orientation.

Although the transsexual may dress

like a member of the opposite sex, he does not get sexual
gratification from this and, therefore, is not a transvestite.
Another important ovservation concerning

transsexua~is~

is

that most are anatomically and physiologically normal.
Although there are no systematic epidemiologlcal·studies,
the most recent estimate in the literature was that there are
about 10,000 transsexuals in the U.S •.

It is also clear that

there are many more male than female transsexuals.
The evidence we have concerning the social and psycho
logical adjustments of this group of people is quite grim.
Besides living typically as social outcasts, transsexuals very
often have had long histories of being ostracized and cruelly
teased children.

They live in constant fear of being dis

covered and rarely escape all the guilt which their life
styles, so opposed to cultural norms, engenders.
It is smc.d.l wonder that the incidence of psychological

disturbance is quite high among transsexuals, and it has been
noted that about two-thirds of male transsexuals suffer depres
sive reactions and about 20% of male transsexuals make suicide
attempts.
Another serious problem among adult transsexuals is
auto-castration.

It is generally believed the only form of

successful' treatment.of adult transsexualism is sexual reJ' .

\}

;

.

assignment through su1.gical and hormonal treatment.

This

form of treatment, however, has become available in the U. S.
only in the last ten years and is still quite difficult for
most transsexuals to obtain.

Thus, there have been reports

of as many as 18% of male transsexuals who attempt to castrate
themselves.

•

Although the data on adult transsexualism is interesting

and disconcerning, of particular relevance for our discussion
of gender identity problems in childhood is the finding that
most adult transsexuals report that their cross-gender Jehaviors
began in early childhood.
reported that

abou~

Several researchers have consistently

two-thirds of adult transsexuals reported

feeling that they belonged to the
age of 5.

~pposite

0ex prior to the

This suggests, then, that cross:gender

identity, normai and abnormal, occurs at a very

e~rly

age, and

that---c-ross-gender identity in childhood may be the first step
in the :r.:oad to adult transsexualism.
For this renson, there has been an attempt to conceptualize
a childhood syndromu of cross-gender identity with the hope
that if these
·..

~hildren

can be identified early, then the prob

lems associated with leading an adult life as a transsexual
can be avoided.
Before I present the
I'd like to point out

~h~t

syndrom~

~s

it is known in psychiatry,

most of the attention on childhood

cross-gender identity has been focused on boys.

Tlte reason

for this is that although there are. more tomboys in cnildhood

\l
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than effeminate boys, there are markedly less female than male
adult transsexuals.

It . appears, then, that being a tomboy has

less implications for adult gender identity than being an

,.

effeminate boy.
If you would please refer to the first page of the hand
out, I'd like t0 go over the defining characteristics of a
syndrome of childhood cross-gender identity which has been
reported in the psychiatric literature. (See Table I)
Plee.se note that this syndrome refers only to males who
are anatomically normal.

This information is taken largely

from the work of Richard Green and John Money, and a disser
tation b~ George Rekers.
1)

;,Cross-gender clothing preferences."

This behavior

is widely reported and often has its onset at the time the
child is first able tu dress himself.
2)

"Actual or imagine.d use of cosmetics."

This too has

a rather early onset and may first occur when a boy has an
acute interest in his mother applying her make-up but no
interest in his father shaving.
3)

"Aversi_on to boy games and preference for girl play."

These boys relate better to girls, and if they do play with
a boy, it is

typi~ally

a

young~r

boy.

Their role in play is

rarely one of the leader.
4)

"Takes female role in fantasy and is quite involved

in play acting."

It has been'hypothesized that this capacity

for role playing contributes to the ease in assuming the femi
nine role.
\l
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5)

"Feminili.e mannerisms."

It is almo:St as if the child

is a charicature of a female in that his feminine behavior is
quite exaggerated.
6)

"Feminine speech and voice inflextion."

This has been

noted by investigators who feel that it occurs prioarily when
the child is cross-dressing.
t~tion;

Rekers however, in his 1972 disser

observed the behavior of two boys with the syndrome we

are discussing and noted this behavior, to be quite consistently
displayed at all times .
7)

·.

"Verbal preferences· for opposit~;sex."
'

'

He is, however,

•• :<T

awarP. of his male role.
It is important to note that I'm presenting a syndrome of
behavior.

So that any one of these behaviors can and does

occur ra.ther commonly in normal children.

It is, however,

rather uncommon for several of these hehaviors to occur

tb

gether in a child who is not regarded as particularly effemi

::·.:·..-·

nate.
A relevant question to ask now is what happerts to children
who display the syndrome I've j•Jst presented.

We knc·w that

adult transsexuals generally had histories of effeminate be
havior, but this does not mean that most effeminate boys will
become aci.ult tr.anssexuals.

This question can only be answered

through the use of follow-up research methods.

Thus, groups

of effeminate boys should be observed for several years to
determine if they develop into adult transsexuals or if they

;
~

.' .

·:-, ·.

· Lend to eventually adopt appropriate sex roles.
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The limited evidence we now have from a

f~w ~<~ports

indi

cates that the overwhelming majority of feminin .. ~ b'-"YS grow up
to be effeminate men, often homosexuals, t.C1USY-::stites, or
transsexuals.

This is true regardless of t:.:eatment efforts.

This now bri:
gender

b~havior?

~s

us to the questior;

11

What causes cross-

11

There are several possible biological explanations for
cross-genderbehavior, and these have to uo with brain damage,
chromosal abnormalities, gonadal underdevelopment, and
hormonal abberations.

To briefly sunnnarize the literature,

there is no evidence of any
' \

.

1;,

g~netic,
·-

CNS, or physiological

deviation in the great majority of adult transsexuals.
This is not to say that cross-gender identity in ~dults
and

child~en

contains no contribution from biological factors.

Children are known to differ from birth presumably due to
genetic influf;nce in temperamental features such :1s activit-.,·
level, aggressivity, and cuddliness, anct the:;e features may
have some influence on their later socialization.

Mothers of.

very euddly boys may form very strong ties to t:hem which..could ___ __ .. .
··- - ········ ..

lead to the adoption of feminine mannerisms.
,. . ..-·

This, of course,

is all speculation.
Also, in support of a biological basis of cross-gender
behavior, there is a body of data which suggests that girls
who were exposed to large amounts of androgenic (male)
~ormones b~fore

birth are unusually masculine, both physically

and psychologically (the aJrenogenital syndrome).

0

E~C
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In spite of the ev!.,,ience that there may be prenatal
··:._,.

·,

hormonal influencer:

Jt·

:'!r L: SF--gender behavior, most researchers

in the area agree." c'·.

tl r.. :t•.rir<.:nmental

and psychological in

fluences in the socializatLon process are the primary determi
nants of gender identity.
Perhaps the strongest evidence for this view comes from
the work of John Money with hermaphroQites, children born with
ambivalent genitals.
Money, reporting on 119 cases of hermaphrodites, noted
that in every case the sex of rearing determined the gender
identity, given that corrective surgery was performed early,
appropriate hormonal treatment was administered, and the
child was consistently reared as the assigned sex.
Money's cases of hermaphrodites clearly

indi~ated

that

genetic, physiological, and anatomical characteristics were
secondary to postnatal rearing in the establist.ment of gender .

··- ··

identity.
A case he presented which dramatically supports this view
is of a 17 month old.boy whose penis was accidentally cauter
ized during circumcision and was subsequently raised as a girl.
Th~

child reportedly adjusted quite well to the sexual ?"eassign

ment and had no serious psychological problems.

So it is pos

sible to reassign sex role eve"l in previously anatomically
normal .c hildren.
:·. · ..

One might then conclude that the cause of cross-gender
identity lies in child rearing _practices, but the evidence for
this corclusion is far less than adequate.

0
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Richard Green in 1974 listed 10 variables which :-rou have
.:

~-

on the second page of

th~

handout (See Table II), that . he felt

were possible causes of cross-gender behavior.

Green chose

these variables from his own clinical experience :md from the
writings of others in the area.

He then

d~termined

the he

)·; ·!·--;

quency of occurence of these variables · in · ~ group . of SO fami
lies with pre-adolescent bo:ys who prP.ferred the;: d,ress, ; play,
and companionship of girls.
,,
I'd like to go through his ·findings with you.
1)

"-Parental indifference to feminine behavior."

Most

... _.

of the parer.ts in Green's sample were forced to seek help for
their sons by sources outside their families.

They typically

ignored the cross-gender behavior of their children and would

_... .

.-.~·

sometimes refer to it as being cute.
.

In my own clinical experiences, I've noticed this parental
attitoude to be present even in rather extreme cases of crossgender identity.
2)

"Parental encouragement of feminine behavior in a boy

during his early years."

. .,.. ·

In Green's sample, only 10% of the

mothers seemed to be promoting feminine behavior.
3)

11

Repeated cross dressing."

only 15% of Green's sample.

This was observed in

Another weakly supported causal

factor.
4)

''Maternal overprotection."

Presumably this would

inhibit rough and tumble play, but observed in only 15% of
.3reen's sample.

0

E~C.
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5)

' 1Excessive maternal attention and physical contact."

This mi.ght rP.sult in the lack of individuation of the boy from
his mother, and this hypothesis has been suggested by the
psyc~oanalytically

oriented researchers.

Green did find that

20% of the boys he studied frequently slept with their mothers.
6)

11

Lack of an older same sex model."

This variable has

been proposed by several writers in the area.

~reen

found

that 20% of the boys in his sample had been abandoned by their
fathers early in their lives.

He also felt that in many other

cases the father, although physically present,
cally or emotionally abscent.

w~s

psychologi

Several other researchers, how

ever, have not been able to find father abscence to be related
to effeminacy in boys.
7)
~.:hildren

"Physical beauty. 11

Green descrihes one-third of his

as "pretty boys" and this is thought to lead to the

child being treated as feminine.
8)

"Lack of male playmates early in life. 11

One-third

of Green's sample reported an abscence of male playmates and
this variable had been reported by other writers.
9)

"Maternal dominance."

Supposedly the father is power

less and from what we know of modP.ling theory, this might lead
to the young boy choosing his mother as a model over his father.
However, neither Green or others could find a relationship
between this variable and effeminacy in boys.
10)

"Castration fears" -- held by analytically oriented

investigators, but there is little concrete evidence for its

0

E~C
9 iiiil' ,,.
1

existence in feminine boys .

:.;· /
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So we are left with precious little infqrmation from both
biologically and psycholcgicali~' orien~ed r~sear~~ · into, the
.'
causes of cross-gender identity. Although prenatal hormonal
;

' ·.

..~

factors can have an imp~ct on · lat~r gender identity~ these
influences car. be almoot totally overcome by later enviror.;nental
expe~iences,

as the studies

~f

hermaphrodites have shown.

But,

as I'veindicated, very little beyond theoretical speculation
.; ·.' .

has turned up in the search for .E_:3ychological factors leading
to cross-gender identity.

_. _ .:..

·.

Regardless of the knowledge we have of causes, the pr.ob
lem of cross-gender identity in children does exist and the
clinician is faced with the problem of attempting to aid
worried parents in their efforts to masculinize male children
who seem to be expressing a strong preference for a feminine .•-. ·
role.
The traditional approach taken by many therapists entails
several

~tages:

First, the parents are convinced th'lt the con

dition is not a passing phase.

Secondly, the :-.herapist develops

a relationship of trust and affertion with the feminine boy to
facilitate the therarist' s cole as masc.ultne model.

Third,

the therapist then discusses the problems the boy inevitably

.

'·

.~··

has in getting along with other children and suggests engaging
in masculine activities as a way to better adjust.

This stage

may also engage the therapist in teaching the child certain
skills and/or reducing the child's anxieties about engaging
in masculine activities.

Fourth, the therapist

advi~ed

the

parents as to how they may be unconsciously fostering sexual
\l

E~C

11

identity conflict in their child.

And fifth, the therapist

advised the child as to the impossibility of changing his sex.
There have been case reports of children being helped by
this technique, but since treatment failures usually do not
find their way into print, it is difficult to say what per
ce~cage

of effeminate boys, treated by this method, would be

helped.
More behaviorally oriented programs have been employed
in attempting to masculinize effeminate boys.

These usually

involve attempts to systematically encourage or discourage
masculine and feminine behaviors through the use of rewards
and punishml!nt.

Although such techniques have been found to

be effective when employed in clinic settings, there have
not been any reports of effects of such treatments generalizing
to behavior outside the clinic.
Possibly the single most important factor that has been
found to be related to success and may be said to be a pre
requisite to successful treatment with these children is
related to the first causal factor I presented earlier.

This

is that the parents must be made aware from the very beginning
of the long range implications of extremely effeminated be
havior in childhood.

This is possibly where some form of

intervention can have an important influence.

Hopefully, the

therapist can give parents an objective opinion of the serious
ness of the child's behavior and help them develop methods of
encouraging appropriate

""

E~C
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role behavior in their child.

.,
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This brings us to an important issue which I have avoided
up to now, ethical considerations in researching and treating
cross-gender behavior in children.
It is apparent that some extremely effeminate boys will
develop into transsexual or
know what the

exa~t

adu J r.s, but we do not

hol"'!')s~xual

percentages are.

So as clinicians, we can

only give concerned parents estimates of what the possible
consequences of cross-gender behavior in children 1re.

So we,

again, can only give parents estimates of the desirable effects
of entering into a program.

And, perhaps most important, we

must address the questio!l of the right of anyone to modify the
gender role preferences of anyone else.
To this lasfpoint many clinicians and parents have re
sponded with the

convincin~

Cl.rgument that no matter what your

personal view on the ethics of shaping gender identification
is, one is confronted by the evidence that people with sex
roles opposite to that expected from anatomy face many hard
ships and personal miseries in our society.
Since a child will have a distinct advantage in our
society if he
.

• ••• r '•

adop~5

his appropriate sex role, it is to be

1 t~

expected that parents will strive to prevent cross-gender
.1

behavior in their children and will enlist the aid of child
therapists 3nd researchers in accomplishing this goal.

0
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